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ARTICLE

Association analysis of dyslexia candidate genes in a
Dutch longitudinal sample
Amaia Carrion-Castillo1, Ben Maassen2,3, Barbara Franke4,5, Angelien Heister4,5, Marlies Naber4,5,
Aryan van der Leij6, Clyde Francks1,5 and Simon E Fisher*,1,5
Dyslexia is a common speciﬁc learning disability with a substantive genetic component. Several candidate genes have been
proposed to be implicated in dyslexia susceptibility, such as DYX1C1, ROBO1, KIAA0319, and DCDC2. Associations with
variants in these genes have also been reported with a variety of psychometric measures tapping into the underlying processes
that might be impaired in dyslexic people. In this study, we ﬁrst conducted a literature review to select single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) in dyslexia candidate genes that had been repeatedly implicated across studies. We then assessed the
SNPs for association in the richly phenotyped longitudinal data set from the Dutch Dyslexia Program. We tested for association
with several quantitative traits, including word and nonword reading ﬂuency, rapid naming, phoneme deletion, and nonword
repetition. In this, we took advantage of the longitudinal nature of the sample to examine if associations were stable across four
educational time-points (from 7 to 12 years). Two SNPs in the KIAA0319 gene were nominally associated with rapid naming,
and these associations were stable across different ages. Genetic association analysis with complex cognitive traits can be
enriched through the use of longitudinal information on trait development.
European Journal of Human Genetics (2017) 25, 452–460; doi:10.1038/ejhg.2016.194; published online 11 January 2017

INTRODUCTION
Reading ability is a complex behavioral trait. Several cognitive
processes are involved in the acquisition of this skill.1 For example,
successful reading of a novel word depends on phonological awareness, the ability to explicitly reﬂect on the internal sound structure of
words, as well as phonological decoding, the ability to match phonetic
units to their written equivalents (graphemes). The language in which
reading is learned also plays an important role in the type of strategies
learners use.1 In spite of the essential role reading plays in many
human societies nowadays, about 5–7% of the population have
trouble in acquiring reading skills and may be diagnosed with
dyslexia.1
It is well known that a substantial amount of the variance in reading
ability is explained by inherited factors: genetic variance explains about
20–80% of the total variation in reading skills.1 However, we still
know little about the molecular underpinnings of this trait, since the
genetic variants that have been identiﬁed so far only explain a tiny
fraction of estimated heritability. Nevertheless, some dyslexia candidate loci have been identiﬁed through linkage and targeted association
studies, leading to proposal of several potential susceptibility genes,
including the axon guidance receptor ROBO1 in chromosome 3p12.
3,2 DYX1C1 in chromosome 15q21.3,3 and KIAA0319 and DCDC2 in
chromosome 6p22.3.4,5
The candidate genes have been studied in relation to dyslexia
affection status and/or other reading-related traits in multiple studies.
Some associations have supporting evidence from independent
samples, consistent with the hypothesis that they play a role in

shaping the biology underlying the cognitive processes on which
reading relies.
Despite this, the evidence supporting the relevance of speciﬁc
genetic variants that have been proposed so far remains inconclusive:
some studies have been unable to replicate previous ﬁndings; in other
cases, associations showed an opposite direction of effect (ie, the risk
allele of the original study was found to be protective in other studies).
For example, the allele T of rs6935076, a SNP in the KIAA0319 gene,
was originally reported to be associated with dyslexia affection status,6
and the same allele (T) was later associated with poorer performance
on a language-standardized test and reading comprehension in a
different sample.7 Nonetheless, multiple successive studies reported
associations with the opposite direction of effect (ie, risk allele = C),8–10
and others did not ﬁnd any association between this SNP and reading
measures.11,12
It is often argued that this lack of consistency could be at least
partially explained by heterogeneity across studies,9,11,12 occurring at
various levels: from study design (eg, sample size, language), to trait
characterization (eg, ascertainment criteria, age at assesment), or the
genetic background of the population being studied. It is also likely
that some of the associations reﬂect false positive ﬁndings due to
incomplete control of type-I error, a common challenge for complex
trait genetics.
An additional source of heterogeneity might come from variation in
the educational stage at which the diagnosis of dyslexia affection status
or the quantitative trait measurement took place. It has been shown
that there are changes in the relationship of reading-related traits
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(such as phonological awareness and rapid automized naming) with
reading throughout development.13,14 There is evidence from other
ﬁelds of human genetics that an age-varying effect could be one issue
underlying the non-replication of some association studies.15 Despite
the use of normative scores to compare across grades and efforts to
account for the effects of age on reading ability, it is possible that the
variability of ages within and between data sets might have contributed
to the inconsistency of results. Most studies reported so far on the
genetics of reading ability have been cross-sectional, where association
has been tested between the SNPs of interest and dyslexia status, or
quantitative traits measured only at one educational time-point per
subject. Apart from potentially providing higher statistical power than
cross-sectional studies of equivalent sample sizes, longitudinal studies
also allow evaluation of associations that change over time.15
Learning to read involves many cognitive processes, making it
difﬁcult to disentangle whether deﬁcits that are used to characterize
people with dyslexia (eg, lower phonological awareness) are the reason
for the difﬁculty or the consequence of a reduced experience in
reading.16 The direction of causality can be better studied by looking at
longitudinal samples, because they enable comparison of developmental trajectories (even starting prior to reading instruction) between
children that are eventually categorized as dyslexic, and those that
are not.
In one of the few longitudinal studies of the genetics of reading
skills, Zhang et al.17 tested association of three SNPs in DYX1C1 and
orthographic skills in relation to children’s development over time.
They found that rs11629841 in DYX1C1 was associated with children’s
orthographic judgments at ages 7 and 8 years, but less-so at age
6 years.
In the current study, we tested association of some of the most
consistent dyslexia candidate genetic variants in an extensively
characterized longitudinal sample that has not yet been studied for
genetic effects (Figure 1). The Dutch Dyslexia Programme (DDP)
cohort consists of children with and without familial risk for dyslexia
that have been evaluated at multiple educational time-points, using
psychometric measures related to the development of reading ability.

In addition to studying genetic associations with measures of reading
ability, the richness of this data set allowed us to look into speciﬁc
endophenotypes linked to reading ability, such as speed of processing
and phonological awareness.13,18,19 Importantly, some of these
measures were taken across multiple educational time-points, allowing
us to observe the trajectories of speciﬁc traits within this cohort. Two
simultaneous questions could be asked about the association of a given
genetic variant (SNP) and quantitative trait: (1) Does the SNP have an
effect on the overall level of the trait? and (2) Does the effect of the
SNP change over time?
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data set
The DDP data set comprises children from families that were identiﬁed along
two sets of diagnostic criteria. Some of the children were recruited based on
family risk for dyslexia, that is, the child had at least one parent and another
ﬁrst-degree relative with self-reported dyslexia, which was conﬁrmed by tests
measuring word and pseudoword reading ﬂuency, as described by Koster
et al.20 (Nrisk = 121). The remainder comprised control children without any
family history of reading disability, according to the same criteria
(Ncontrol = 64). All children had been followed from 0 to 12 years of age within
the DDP longitudinal study. Participants had Dutch as their ﬁrst language, but
information on ethnicity was not collected.
The present study focused on a number of reading- and language-related
traits that had been measured at several educational time-points over 4 years
(Table 1). This study included 185 children with both behavioral measurements
and available DNA (collected through Oragene saliva kits (DNA-Genotek,
Ottawa, ON, Canada)), from 180 unrelated families. Therefore, most children
were unrelated, but there were three sibships of two children, and one sibship
of three. Some of the children (52 at risk, 14 controls) fulﬁlled the dyslexia
deﬁnition at time-point MG3 (mean age = 8.93 years) according to the DDP
criteria (ie, performing below the 10th percentile for that age on the word or
nonword reading tests, or below the 25th percentile on both tests).
The genotypic and phenotypic data have been deposited at The Language
Archive (TLA, https://corpus1.mpi.nl/ds/asv/?6), under node ID: MPI2269116#
(https://hdl.handle.net/1839/1C0FA0F0-1848-4890-A543-FF0329E531BE@view).

Figure 1 DDP longitudinal association study design. BG2, Beginning Grade 2; EG2, End Grade 2; MG3, Middle Grade 3; G6, Grade 6.
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Table 1 Summary of the sample characteristics and longitudinal phenotypic measures available at different educational time-points
Educational time points (N)

BG2 (169)

EG2 (170)

MG3 (170)

G6 (116)

Average age (SD)

7.47 (0.41)

8.14 (0.37)

8.93 (0.36)

12.13 (0.40)

Males : Females
Parental education (Na)

102:67
3.64 (130)

102:68
3.66 (132)

103:67
3.66 (132)

67:49
3.63 (91)

Trait
WRF

Description
Word reading ﬂuency

NWRF
RAN

Nonword reading ﬂuency
Rapid naming

PD
NWR

Phoneme deletion
Nonword repetition

Tests
DMT

DMT

EMT

EMT

–
RANdig

Klepel
RANdig

Klepel
RANdig

Klepel
RANdig

PD1
–

PD1,PD2
–

PD1,PD2
NWR

PDAKT
–

Abbreviations: BG2, beginning grade 2; EG2, end grade 2; MG3, middle grade 3; G6, grade 6; Na, sample size for analysis regarding mean parental education (scale of 1–5, where 1 = primary
education, 5 = university degree).
The acronym and description for each trait of interest is indicated, together with the name of the test that has been used to measure it in each time-point. DMT and EMT: word reading ﬂuency
tests; Klepel: nonword reading ﬂuency test; RANdig: rapid naming of digits test; PD1, PD2, and PDAKT: phoneme deletion tests. ‘–’ indicates an absence of measurement at that time-point.

Phenotypes

Genetic variants

A subset of measures available from the DDP was selected for testing in relation
to dyslexia candidate gene variants (Table 1): word reading ﬂuency (WRF),
nonword reading ﬂuency (NWRF), rapid naming (RAN), phoneme deletion
(PD), and nonword repetition (NWR). Test reliabilities ranged from 0.73
to 0.97.21 Details of all traits measured in the DDP sample can be found in van
Bergen et al.21 Datapoints were excluded as outliers, if they deviated more than
3 SDs from the relevant trait mean within the educational time-point.

Fourteen candidate SNPs were tested for association in the DDP longitudinal
sample. The choice of SNPs was based on a literature review at the time of
designing the study (see Table 2).4-12, 27–40 We ﬁrst identiﬁed 18 SNPs that had
been associated in at least two separate studies with reading-related traits (ie,
with at least one of the following in a given study: dyslexia affection status,
reading ﬂuency, NWR, orthographic choice, spelling ability, phonological
awareness, or discriminant score), and in a consistent manner, that is, with
the same directions of allelic effect across studies. Since the data sets used in
previous studies were assessed using several different measures, we considered a
wide range of ‘reading-related’ phenotypes to identify our candidate SNPs.
However, some traits (ie, orthographic choice, spelling) were not available in
our data set, and therefore we did not perform association testing with these
measures, but rather with the reading-related measures that were available in
the DDP data set.
We pruned the SNP list to reduce redundancy, based on linkage disequilibrium (LD), by selecting only one SNP per LD block ( EQ r240.8) using SNAP
(CEU population).41 As a result, four SNPs were excluded (rs2179515,
rs2235676, rs3212236, and rs9461045). The list of the 14 selected SNPs after
pruning is summarized in Table 2.
The DDP children and their parents (N = 555) were directly genotyped inhouse using KASP assays (LGC Ltd., Teddington, UK). We excluded nine
individuals with more than 3/14 missing genotypes (ie, a missing genotype rate
exceeding 20%) from analyses. Mendelian inconsistencies were ﬂagged using
PLINK v1.07(ref. 42) and, as a result, the genotypes for one SNP were excluded in
one family. The total genotyping rate in the remaining individuals was 98.8%,
with a missing rate o5% for all the SNPs. All SNPs were in Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium in the unrelated parents (P40.05). Subsequent analysis was carried
out using only child trait measurements and genotypes.

Word reading ﬂuency. WRF was measured using standard Dutch reading tests
that consist of reading aloud from a list as many words as possible within one
minute. Two different tests were administered depending on the grade
(see Table 1): the ‘Drie Minuten Test’ (DMT: three minute test: three lists,
one minute each22) and the ‘Een Minuut Test’ (EMT: one minute test,23). In
both cases, the number of correctly read items per minute was taken as the
outcome. These tests assess reading accuracy as well as ﬂuency.
Nonword reading ﬂuency. NWRF was measured using the ‘Klepel’ nonword
reading test.24 Similarly to the word reading tests, a list of 50 nonwords must be
read within a time limit, in this case two minutes. The outcome measure is the
number of items read correctly.
Rapid naming. Serial rapid automatized naming (RANdig)25 measures the
speed of naming over-learned information. Children were asked to name ﬁve
different digits, each occurring 10 times, as quickly as possible. The outcome
measure is expressed as the number of digits named per second (ie, 50 item/
time in seconds).
Phoneme deletion. Phonological awareness was measured using a PD task, in
which a phoneme (always a consonant) had to be deleted from a nonword,
resulting in another nonword.13 There was no time limit for completing this
task. The task was divided in two parts (PD1 and PD2), which differed in the
type of tested nonwords. In PD1, nine monosyllabic and nine disyllabic
nonwords were included. In PD2, the items were nine disyllabic nonwords, in
which the phoneme to be deleted occurred twice. The outcome measure for
each part was the proportion of correct items. We then calculated at each
educational time-point a composite score, the proportion of correct items for
all available parts (PDtot).
A different PD task was used in grade 6: PDAKT (Amsterdam Phoneme
Deletion Test),26 which consisted of 12 items. The outcome measure was the
proportion of correct items.
Nonword repetition. NWR consisted of a test in which children had to repeat a
list of 27 nonwords that were presented to them auditorily. There was no time
limit for completing this task. The outcome measure was the number of
correctly repeated items.
European Journal of Human Genetics

Statistical analyses
Phenotypic correlations. Pearson’s correlations between traits, within educational time-points, were computed using R statistical software.43 We also
computed correlations for each trait across educational time-points
(Supplementary Figure S1).
Longitudinal modeling of SNP effects. To examine the longitudinal dimension
of the genetic effects, a linear mixed model was ﬁtted to each trait in R using
the ‘lme4’ package.44 First, we ﬁtted a null model for each standardized trait
(using Blom’s transformation), which consisted of a ﬁxed-effect part and a
random-effect part. All models contained the same ﬁxed-effect terms: age,
educational time-point, sex, cohort (ie, recruitment site), and group (risk and
non-risk; Supplementary Table S1). They also all contained a random effect for
family intercept to account for the relatedness of some of the samples.
The other random effects varied per trait (see Supplementary Table S2), since
the models were ﬁtted depending on the number of repeated observations per
subject that were available (ie, same trait across time-points as indicated in
Table 1).
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Nonword repetition
0.36
A
chr16:g.81673350A4C
rs16955705

CMIP

SLI1

40

A/C

Nonword repetition
Short-term memory
0.37
0.33
A
T
chr7:g.147601772T4A
chr15:g.55790310G4T
rs2710117
rs3743204

CNTNAP2
DYX1C1

chr7:g.147575112T4G
chr7:g.147582305A4G
rs759178
rs17236239

CNTNAP2
CNTNAP2

chr6:g.24647219C4A
chr6:g.24659071A4G
rs9467247
rs2143340

KIAA0319
TTRAP

DYX2
DYX2

DYX1

36
38

A/T
G/T

Nonword repetition
Nonword repetition
0.4
0.24
G
G
36
36

G/T
A/G

Single word reading
Single word reading
0.33
0.15
A
G
4
4

C/A
A/G

Dyslexia status
Single word reading
0.26
0.25
T
G
chr6:g.24644322C4T
chr6:g.24645943T4G
rs6935076
rs2038137

KIAA0319
KIAA0319

DYX2
DYX2

5
4

C/T
G/T

Single word reading
Single word reading
0.23
0.32
C
C
chr6:g.24588884C4T
chr6:g.24632642A4C
rs4504469
rs761100

KIAA0319
KIAA0319

DYX2
DYX2

4
6

C/T
C/A

Dyslexia status

Dyslexia status
Discriminant score
0.42
0.24

0.41
G/A

A/G
T/C

A

G
C

11

11
30

DYX2

DYX2
DYX2
DCDC2
DCDC2
chr6:g.24273791G4A
chr6:g.24278869C4T
rs807701
rs807724

DCDC2
chr6:g.24207200A4G
rs793862

Position (hg19): genomic coordinate in hg19, with the reference4variant alleles. Risk: allele associated with lower scores/affection status in the ﬁrst study that reported the association. Alleles: major/minor. Consistent associations: signiﬁcant association of the
marker SNP with a reading-related trait with the same direction of effect. Inconsistent associations: signiﬁcant association of the SNP marker with a reading-related trait with the opposite direction of effect. Lack of associations: tested the association of the
SNP with a reading-related trait but did not replicate the association.
aStrongest signal (if several) on the ﬁrst study reporting the association of the SNP with reading-related abilities.

34

10,40

37
39

37
37

35
31,9,10

33,29

11,12
8,9,10
7,34
5,6,31

12

11,33
32
9
5,6,31,7,9
7

(refs)

9,29

29
29
28,10,9
28,10,9

27,28,10

Inconsistent association
Consistent associations

(refs)
Alleles
Gene
Position (hg19)
SNP

Table 2 SNPs analyzed in the current study

Linkage region

Identiﬁed by (refs)

Risk allele

MAF

Associated phenotype

a

(refs)

Lack of associations
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For each of Klepel, RANdig, and PDtot, three or more educational timepoints were available. Thus, we included a random effect for subject intercept
and a slope for age per subject, to allow children to differ in their rates of
development. For each of DMT and EMT (reading ﬂuency measures), only two
educational time-points were available. Hence, it was not possible to include a
random effect for slope, and we only included a random intercept per subject.
Both WRF measurements (DMT and EMT) were analyzed in separate models.
When a trait had only been measured at one educational time-point (ie, NWR
and PDAKT), the time-point term was dropped, and the random effect part only
contained the intercept for the family.
For a subset of the data set (n = 132) that had information on parental
education (a ﬁve-point scale ranging from ‘1’ for primary school only, to ‘5’ for
a university degree, Table 1), we evaluated whether this factor was a signiﬁcant
predictor of the traits after having accounted for the other covariates speciﬁed
above. Since it was not (P(χ2) 40.2 for all traits), and because including this
covariate would reduce our sample size, the rest of the analyses were performed
on the whole data set without accounting for parental education. Data on
socioeconomic status were not collected in the DDP data set.
The effect of a SNP on the overall level of a trait was then assessed by
comparing the null model with a full model, in which SNP allele dosage was
included as a ﬁxed effect (ie, additive model). There was no background
information that would support modeling dominant or recessive effects for
these SNPs, and multiple testing would have been increased by investigating
this. Clustering rarer homozygotes together with heterozygotes assumes a
particular direction of recessive/dominance relationship, which can ﬁt the data
in some instances, but in other instances will be the opposite of any true
dominance/recessivity. The effect of a SNP on the trajectory was assessed by
comparing the model including the SNP with a model that included the SNP
and SNP × time-point interaction terms. A likelihood ratio test (LRT) between
the nested models (see Equations in Supplementary B), was used to assess
the signiﬁcance of the term of interest (ie, ‘SNP’ or ‘time-point × SNP’).
The signiﬁcances of the estimates were calculated using Satterthwaite approximations to determine denominator degrees of freedom, in the package
‘lmerTest’.45
For the 14 SNPs tested, the application of Bonferroni correction would set a
conservative threshold for signiﬁcance at P = 3.6 × 10 − 3 (conservative because
of the partial dependence of some of the SNPs due to LD). Since the ﬁve traits
were not independent of each other (due to substantial correlations between
traits, see Figure 2), we did not consider a further correction of P-values for
multiple testing across the ﬁve traits.
Single time-point analyses. SNPs that showed signiﬁcant association in the
longitudinal analysis (for SNP or time-point × SNP) were further explored by
testing additive linear association at each separate educational time-point using
PLINK v1.07(ref. 42) (–qfam-total and permutations to correct for the sibship
structure of a small minority of families). For these analyses, we ﬁrst adjusted
the traits for covariate effects with a predictive linear model (separately for each
educational time-point). We considered age (centered by substracting the mean
age) as a variable, and sex, cohort (ie, recruitment site), and group (risk
and non-risk) as factors for each trait at each time-point (see Supplementary
Table S1). Although not all covariates were signiﬁcant predictors of all traits, we
kept them in order to be consistent in the way we analyzed the different traits.
Blom’s transformation was used to rank normalize residuals and attain
normality within each time-point.
To assess whether trait-associations of several neighbouring SNPs were
independent, we performed conditional association analysis using the condition
option in PLINK v1.07.
We also evaluated haplotypes for two SNPs in KIAA0319 in relation to RAN
using PLINK v1.07 (–hap-assoc).
To investigate population stratiﬁcation as a possible confounding factor, tests
were performed assessing the equivalence of the ‘within-family’ and ‘betweenfamily’ mean allelic effects using the –ap model in QTDT (Linkage Disequilibrium Analyses for Quantitative and Discrete Traits) 2.6.1(ref. 46) for all
SNP-trait combinations (single time-point) that were tested with univariate
analysis.
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Figure 2 Correlation panel of phenotypes of interest per educational time-point. The lower panel contains the scatter plot of the raw data for each pair of
phenotypes, with a linear regression line. The values in the upper panel correspond to the Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcient, and the signiﬁcance of the
correlation. (a) BG2: Beginning Grade 2; (b) EG2: End Grade 2; (c) MG3: Middle Grade 3; (d) G6: Grade 6. DMT and EMT: WRF tests; Klepel: NWRF test;
PD1, PD2, and PDAKT: PD tests; NWR: nonword repetition test; RANdig: rapid naming test.

RESULTS
The ﬁve traits were substantially inter-correlated within each educational time-point (Figure 2). Overall, the two reading ﬂuency measures
(word and nonword reading) were most highly correlated with each
other (r = 0.85), whereas the correlations of the other phenotypes were
more moderate (r = 0.11–0.62). The lowest correlations were seen
between RAN and PD (PDtot and PDAKT, r = 0.22–0.32), and between
RAN and NWR (r = 0.11). The correlation structure was largely stable
across time-points, although there was some variation, for example the
correlation between reading ﬂuency and RAN increased over the
educational stages.
The longitudinal assessments of the SNP effects and timepoint × SNP interactions are summarized in Table 3, showing associations for which Pr(χ2)o0.05 in likelihood ratio tests (see
Supplementary Table S3 for full LRT tables and Supplementary
Tables S6–S16 for LME model estimates). For the SNPs that showed
signiﬁcant effects (either main SNP effect or time-point × SNP
interaction effect), follow-up univariate association analyses per
time-point are shown in Table 4. Five out of the 14 SNPs tested
European Journal of Human Genetics

showed evidence of association with RAN (rs761100 and rs2038137),
WRF (rs6935076), or NWR (rs17236239). A comprehensive analysis
of the results for association signals is given below.
The tests for population stratiﬁcation did not show signiﬁcant
differences of the between-family and within-family components of
association for most of these SNPs (rs759178, rs761100, rs2038137,
and rs17236239: P40.05), suggesting that population stratiﬁcation
was unlikely to be a substantial confounding factor in the analysis for
these SNPs. However, these tests yielded nominally signiﬁcant
stratiﬁcation effects for rs6935076 and WRF tests at two time-points
(DMT: pBG2 = 0.022; EMT: pG6 = 0.029). These speciﬁc SNP-trait
combinations had not shown signiﬁcant associations in these two
time-points (DMT: pBG2 = 0.058; EMT: pG6 = 0.054) suggesting that if
stratiﬁcation played any role in our analyses, it was to mask possible
effects rather than create spurious signals.
RAN of digits was nominally associated with two neighbouring
SNPs in KIAA0319 (Table 3: rs761100 χ2(1) = 6.927, P = 0.009;
rs2038137 χ2(1) = 6.496, P = 0.011), the minor alleles being associated
with slower naming. These results were independent of educational
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Table 3 Nominally signiﬁcant associations for the SNP-ﬁxed effect terms and time-point*SNP interaction terms from the linear mixed models

Trait

Test

Term

NWR
WRF

NWR
EMT

rs17236239
rs6935076

RAN
RAN

RANdig
RANdig

rs2038137
rs761100

NWRF

Klepel

BG2

x
x

Time

points

EG2

MG3

G6

Nind

Nfam

Alleles
Maj/Min

Risk

Estimate

SE

df

T

Pr(4T)

x
x

x

159
161

155
154

A/G
C/T

A
C

0.294
0.217

0.118
0.100

151.36
150.54

2.491
2.177

0.014
0.031

x
x

x
x

x
x

167
165

163
161

G/T
C/A

T
A

− 0.187
− 0.187

0.074
0.072

163.67
162.01

− 2.526
− 2.610

0.012
0.010

x

x

x

164

160

C/A

rs759178

0.054

0.084

174.20

0.601

0.548

MG3:rs759178
G6:rs759178

− 0.083
0.024

0.037
0.072

180.30
129.50

− 2.231
0.325

0.027
0.745

Abbreviations: NWRF, nonword reading ﬂuency; WRF, word reading ﬂuency; RAN, rapid naming; NWR, nonword repetition.
Test: dependent variable in the model. Risk: allele associated with lower scores. The estimates for the SNP are for the centered-dependent variables speciﬁed in the model. For the time-point*SNP
interaction term, estimates for the centered-dependent variables speciﬁed on the model are given for the marker per each level of the time-point (except for the baseline, ie, EG2). T-values for the
coefﬁcient estimates and associated P-values are shown. The degrees of freedom (df) are estimated with Satterthwaite’s approximation.

Table 4 Plink univariate association results per educational time-point (BG2, EG2, MG3, G6)
BG2
Trait

Test

SNP

EG2

MG3

G6

N

β

EMP1

N

β

EMP1

N

β

EMP1

N

β

EMP1

160

0.011

0.929

110

− 0.076

0.584

NWRF

Klepel

rs759178

160

− 0.162

0.167

WRF

DMT
EMT

rs6935076
rs6935076

156

0.243

0.058

157

0.243

0.042

RAN

RANdig
RANdig

rs761100
rs2038137

158
160

− 0.339
− 0.302

0.001
0.006

161
163

− 0.294
− 0.290

0.009
0.014

NWR

NWR

rs17236239

157

0.245

0.047

110

0.280

0.054

162
164

−0.286
− 0.307

0.009
0.005

111
112

− 0.256
− 0.248

0.062
0.063

159

0.283

0.025

Abbreviations: N: number of individuals in the analysis. β: regression coefﬁcient for the major allele; EMP1, empirical P-values (10 000 permutations); BG2, beginning grade 2; EG2, end grade 2;
MG3, middle grade 3; G6, grade 6; NWRF, nonword reading ﬂuency; WRF, word reading ﬂuency, RANdig, rapid naming; NWR, nonword repetition.

1
Genotype
rs761100
C/C
C/A
A/A

0

Z−score
RANdig

Z−score
RANdig

1

Genotype
rs2038137
G/G
G/T
T/T

0

−1

−1
BG2

EG2

MG3

G6

Time−point

BG2

EG2

MG3

G6

Time−point

Figure 3 Z-standardized performance on RAN (RANdig) per educational time-point and genotypic groups of (a) rs761100 and (b) rs2038137. The lines
represent the ﬁtted residuals to the mixed linear model including the allelic state of the SNP as a variable, and the points and error bars are the mean and
SD of the mean per time-point.

time-point, since the interactions between the SNPs and time-point
were not signiﬁcant. The single time-point analysis reﬂected the same
signal, showing signiﬁcant associations of these two SNPs at multiple
educational time-points, the minor alleles consistently yielding lower
scores (Table 4, Figure 3); the most signiﬁcant association was at
beginning of grade 2 for rs761100 (pEG2 = 0.001) and at the middle of
grade 3 for rs2038137 (pEG2 = 0.005).

Rs761100 and rs2038137 are located 13 kb apart in the
5′ untranslated region (UTR) of the KIAA0319 gene, and they are in
LD with each other (r2 = 0.735, for the 1000G CEU population).41
When both SNPs were modeled together as ﬁxed effects for association with RAN, the second SNP was not a signiﬁcant predictor.
Similarly, the association was no longer signiﬁcant, when conditioning
the test of one of the SNPs on the other (Supplementary Table S5).
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Haplotype analyses per educational time-point indicated that the two
minor alleles rs761100-A and rs2038137-T form the risk haplotype
(P r 0.01 for all time-points except G6, Supplementary Table S4).
Rs6935076, another SNP in KIAA0319, was associated with WRF
(Table 3: DMT: χ2(1) = 3.568, P = 0.059; EMT: χ2(1) = 4.861,
P = 0.027). This association was conﬁrmed in two of the educational
stages by the single time-point analysis (Table 4: DMT: pEG2 = 0.042;
EMT: pMG3 = 0.047). Although this SNP is located between rs761100
and rs2038137, the two SNPs that were associated with RAN, it is in
low LD with these (r2 = 0.21–0.28) and did not itself show any
association with RAN (RANdig: χ2(1) = 1.042, P = 0.307).
The longitudinal analysis showed an educational time-pointdependent association between the CNTNAP2 variant rs759178 and
NWRF (χ2(2) = 7.131, P = 0.028; Table 3, Supplementary Figure S2).
Of note, there were no signiﬁcant differences in nonword reading
scores between the genotypes at the individual time-points themselves
(Table 4).
We found that rs17236239, a second SNP in CNTNAP2, was
associated with NWR, both via linear regression in R (Table 3,
χ2(1) = 6.380, P = 0.012) and PLINK (Table 4, P = 0.025).
We did not ﬁnd signiﬁcant associations between PD measures
(PDtot and PDAKT) and any of the SNPs tested.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we performed candidate gene association analyses in a
Dutch sample with longitudinal measures for several reading-related
measures. This data set consisted of a richly phenotyped sample, in
which genetic associations could be detected via intermediate measures
related to the cognitive processes involved in reading (such as PD and
RAN) collected at multiple educational time-points. Based on a
literature search, we selected and genotyped 14 SNPs that had been
associated with dyslexia and/or relevant quantitative traits, consistently
in at least two separate studies, and found in the prominent candidate
genes DYX1C1, DCDC2, KIAA0319, CMIP, and CNTNAP2. We
modeled the data longitudinally to assess overall and educational
time-dependent effects of these SNPs on WRF and NWRF, NWR,
RAN, and PD. A number of nominally signiﬁcant associations were
observed, and detailed single time-point analyses of these associations
conﬁrmed that most were consistent across educational time-points.
Below, we discuss the results across the different analyses, considering
them in relation to the pool of existing data currently available in the
ﬁeld of dyslexia genetics.
The most signiﬁcant association that we found in the DDP sample
was between RAN and two SNPs, rs761100 and rs2038137, in the
5′UTR of the KIAA0319 gene. The ability to rapidly name a limited set
of well-known items is considered a measure of processing speed; it
tackles the timing mechanisms necessary for the automaticity required
in advanced stages of reading development1,18 and is one of the
strongest predictors of reading ability in pre-literate children.18
Moreover, superior parental RAN proﬁciency has been shown to be
a protective factor for children at familial risk for dyslexia in the DDP
sample,18,21 suggesting that it is an important intergenerational
precursor of reading.47 However, the effect of these SNPs on WRF
in our samples is at best only marginally signiﬁcant (DMT, rs761100,
χ2(1) = 2.697, P = 0.1). This could reﬂect heterogeneity in reading
strategies, since the overall variance in reading is explained by other
factors beyond RAN, and those other factors might not be affected by
these SNPs. On the other hand, we also found that rs6935076, another
SNP in the same region of KIAA0319, was associated with WRF in the
DDP sample, although to a lesser extent and not at all educational
time-points, but was not associated with RAN.
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RAN has not often been investigated in previous genetic studies of
reading ability; it has been included in only three linkage studies48–50
and a small number of recent association studies.51 One of these
studies found evidence of linkage for the composite score of RAN on
6p21.48 close to the DYX2 locus spanning KIAA0319. The linkage was
not found in two other studies that also included several
RAN measures.49,50 The lack of consistency across studies is a
long-standing problem for the ﬁeld, in part due to the heterogeneity
across studies at various levels, such as study design, sample size,
ascertainment scheme, and population.52
A recent study that tested for association between RAN of digits and
dyslexia candidate SNPs in a Chinese population, found that this trait
was nominally associated with several SNPs in KIAA0319,51 including
rs2038137 (P = 0.025), one of the associated SNPs in the present study.
This same SNP was also associated with scores on Chinese dictation
and phonological awareness in the Chinese sample. However, the
direction of effect of this SNP in the present study was not congruent
with previous reports. We found the minor allele T to be associated
with lower scores, but it was originally reported that the major allele
G was associated with reduced performance on word reading,
orthographic choice, and spelling,4 and this association has been
observed in additional studies with this same direction of effect
(ie, risk allele = G).5,6
The other SNP that we found to be associated with RAN was
rs761100, also in KIAA0319. This SNP was ﬁrst found associated with
several quantitative traits including reading and spelling, and the risk
allele was reported to be the major allele C,10 opposite to our direction
of effect (risk allele = minor T). However, another study found that
the minor allele was associated with reduced expressive language in a
sample of children with speciﬁc language impairment.9 This SNP was
also included in a recent cross-linguistic meta-analysis across several
European samples, and its minor allele T was nominally associated
with lower spelling scores in the meta-analysis, although not in any
separate subsamples.53 This SNP was not included in the Chinese
study that investigated RAN.51
We observed association between NWR and rs17236239, a
CNTNAP2 SNP that was selected based on its previous association
with this trait. However, the DDP sample showed the opposite
direction of effect to that previously reported.36,37
We did not ﬁnd association between any of the SNPs and PD,
which is a measure of phonological awareness that has been repeatedly
associated with candidate SNPs in prior literature.4,51
Another question that we asked concerned the stability of associations across different educational time-points. Overall, most associations that we found were time-independent. When looking at the
single time-point analysis, we did observe that some of the association
signals differed at distinct educational stages, mainly becoming less
signiﬁcant at the latest time-point (G6, mean age = 12.1 years). This
drop in signiﬁcance may relate to the drop of sample size in the latest
stages of the project, rather than indicating a decrease of the genetic
effect on these traits as the age increases. Moreover, our time-span
ranged only from age 7 to 12 years, and for some traits of interest the
measurement instrument was not constant across educational timepoints (eg, reading ﬂuency with DMT and EMT), which broke the
longitudinal analysis into two steps. These factors, together with our
moderate sample size, might have reduced our chances of detecting
genetic effects that are sensitive to reading experience. Nevertheless, we
did observe one suggestive ﬁnding in our longitudinal analysis: an
interaction of rs759178, NWRF, and educational time-point. This
interaction involved a smaller difference across genotypes in the
middle time-point (MG3, mean age = 8.9 years) compared with the
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other earlier and later ages (Supplementary Figure S2). This result is
difﬁcult to interpret biologically, and a wider time-span might be
required to understand the effect that rs759178 has on the trajectory of
NWRF development. Alternatively, this result may be a false positive
association. Nevertheless, it also illustrates how cross-sectional studies
could miss associations that are present only at certain educational
stages. Longitudinal analysis of genetic effects in reading ability and
related quantitative traits is a potentially powerful method that has
been underexploited so far, and should be considered whenever this
type of data is available, as in the DDP cohort.
Another strength of the DDP cohort is the richness of the
assessment, involving several quantitative traits. Even when the effects
that we observed were stable in time, the availability of multiple
reading- and language-related traits permitted a detailed understanding of the type of process that the genetic variation could be affecting.
The literature on candidate genetic variants for reading is difﬁcult to
interpret, as reﬂected by the summary in Table 2. Recent efforts have
tried to integrate evidence across studies, to get insights into the
relevance of these candidate SNPs for dyslexia. For example, the
NeuroDys consortium meta-analyzed association results for 19 SNPs
(including eight that we analyzed in the present study) across several
European samples, but did not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant association after
correcting for multiple comparisons.53 Such efforts have been highly
constrained by heterogeneity and limited availability of any given trait
measurement across studies. One source of study heterogeneity is the
orthography of the language (eg, more transparent orthography in
Dutch versus a more complex orthography in English). It is thought
that the relationship between reading-related cognitive abilities and
reading skills varies depending on the orthographic system. For
example, it has been proposed that PD and RAN digits have a
stronger impact for predicting developmental dyslexia in more
complex orthographies.19 Thus, it might be important to reconsider
the available data on the genetic studies of reading, taking into account
factors such as orthographic complexity.
The main limitation of the present study is its moderate sample,
which is not well powered to detect small effect sizes. However, the
DDP data set consists of a very well-characterized sample at the
phenotypic level, and we have evaluated some of the most intensively
studied candidate SNPs for dyslexia in a longitudinal data set for the
ﬁrst time, while the previously reported effect sizes for many of these
SNPs were large enough to be detected in comparatively sized
data sets.
Future genetic studies of reading-related traits will probably depend
on increasing power by meta-analyzing many of the available samples,
an approach that has proven successful for other complex traits. The
present longitudinal study reminds us that there are also non-genetic
dimensions that should be accounted for, including the educational
time-point.
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